
Algebra 1
Predicting Patterns & 

Examining Experiments

Unit 2: Maintaining Balance
Section 2: Balance with Multiplication



What is the weight ratio of 
soccer balls to volleyballs?

  (Partner Discussion)  Have students answer the question together.  The next slides will show 
the answer.
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What is the weight ratio of 
soccer balls to volleyballs?

  By noticing the three sets on each side and removing extras (shrinking by 3), we reduce the 
problem to see that 1 soccer ball is equal to 2 volleyballs.  Official weights for the balls are 
Soccer ball: 16oz and Volleyball 8oz (each weight is in the middle of a range of acceptable 
weights).
  This intuitive exercise introduces linear equation solving methods, specifically the 
multiplicative property of equality, as demonstrated in the next number problem.



If  you multiply 
a number by three

and the result is twenty-four, 
what is the number?

3 • x  = 24

Find the number

an equation with a variable...(the next slide introduces the concept of variable)



Find the number

  This is a numeric solution.  It may not be efficient, but gets to an answer.
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3 • x  = 24
Guess and Check:
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Find the number

  This is a numeric solution.  It may not be efficient, but gets to an answer.



3 • x  = 24
Guess and Check:
  3 • (0) = 0  (too little)
  3 • (1) = 3  (too little)

Find the number

  This is a numeric solution.  It may not be efficient, but gets to an answer.



3 • x  = 24
Guess and Check:
  3 • (0) = 0  (too little)
  3 • (1) = 3  (too little)
  3 • (2) = 6  (... too slow)

Find the number

  This is a numeric solution.  It may not be efficient, but gets to an answer.



3 • x  = 24
Guess and Check:
  3 • (0) = 0  (too little)
  3 • (1) = 3  (too little)
  3 • (2) = 6  (... too slow)
  3 • (6) = 18 (too little)

Find the number

  This is a numeric solution.  It may not be efficient, but gets to an answer.



3 • x  = 24
Guess and Check:
  3 • (0) = 0  (too little)
  3 • (1) = 3  (too little)
  3 • (2) = 6  (... too slow)
  3 • (6) = 18 (too little)
  3 • (10)= 30 (too much)

Find the number

  This is a numeric solution.  It may not be efficient, but gets to an answer.



3 • x  = 24
Guess and Check:
  3 • (0) = 0  (too little)
  3 • (1) = 3  (too little)
  3 • (2) = 6  (... too slow)
  3 • (6) = 18 (too little)
  3 • (10)= 30 (too much)
  3 • (8) = 24 (answer)

Find the number

  This is a numeric solution.  It may not be efficient, but gets to an answer.



3 • x  = 24
Guess and Check:
  3 • (0) = 0  (too little)
  3 • (1) = 3  (too little)
  3 • (2) = 6  (... too slow)
  3 • (6) = 18 (too little)
  3 • (10)= 30 (too much)
  3 • (8) = 24 (answer)

x = 8

Find the number

  This is a numeric solution.  It may not be efficient, but gets to an answer.



3 • x  = 24
Balance:

Find the number

  (Teacher Lecture)  We are going to use the graphic representation to see our algebraic 
method at work.  
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3 • x  = 24
Balance:

x = 8

Find the number

x

transition slide, solution is x=8.



3 • x  = 24

Algebra:
  3 • (x) = 24 (original problem)

  3 • (x) = 24 (divide each side
    3        3    by three)

       x  =  8 (answer)

x = 8

Find the number

  This is a numeric solution.  It may not be efficient, but gets to an answer.



If    x     = y ,
Then  x • c = y • c .

  In other words, you can multiply 
(or divide) any number* from both 
sides of an equation... and it 
stays balanced. 

*We cannot divide by zero.

Multiplicative Property of Equality

  The multiplicative property of equality presented, make sure students make connections



Applying the Principle

  (Think, pair, share) Have students find an answer on their own, then share with their 
neighbor.  Although guessing will work (notice that the answer should be a little less than 6, 
since -4•6 = -24), applying the multiplicative property of equality will greatly speed up the 
process.  Furthermore, we have not seen a balance equation with negatives.
  The next slide presents the answer.
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process.  Furthermore, we have not seen a balance equation with negatives.
  The next slide presents the answer.
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Applying the Principle
Solve:
         -4.1 • x = -23.37

  (Think, pair, share) Have students find an answer on their own, then share with their 
neighbor.  Although guessing will work (notice that the answer should be a little less than 6, 
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Applying the Principle
Solve:
         -4.1 • x = -23.37

         -4.1 • x = -23.37

  (Think, pair, share) Have students find an answer on their own, then share with their 
neighbor.  Although guessing will work (notice that the answer should be a little less than 6, 
since -4•6 = -24), applying the multiplicative property of equality will greatly speed up the 
process.  Furthermore, we have not seen a balance equation with negatives.
  The next slide presents the answer.



Applying the Principle
Solve:
         -4.1 • x = -23.37

         -4.1 • x = -23.37
    -4.1      -4.1

  (Think, pair, share) Have students find an answer on their own, then share with their 
neighbor.  Although guessing will work (notice that the answer should be a little less than 6, 
since -4•6 = -24), applying the multiplicative property of equality will greatly speed up the 
process.  Furthermore, we have not seen a balance equation with negatives.
  The next slide presents the answer.



Applying the Principle
Solve:
         -4.1 • x = -23.37

         -4.1 • x = -23.37
    -4.1      -4.1

           x = 5.7

  (Think, pair, share) Have students find an answer on their own, then share with their 
neighbor.  Although guessing will work (notice that the answer should be a little less than 6, 
since -4•6 = -24), applying the multiplicative property of equality will greatly speed up the 
process.  Furthermore, we have not seen a balance equation with negatives.
  The next slide presents the answer.



How long does it take for light to get 
from the sun to Earth?

  (Small group discussion)  What information do students need to know?  Have them ask you 
for the information.  Make students struggle and question, they are the seekers.  The next 
slide shows the distance between and the speed of light.  Further slides (another problem) 
describe the relative sizes of the sun and Earth.
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How long does it take for light to get 
from the sun to Earth?

93 million miles

light travels at 
186,282 miles per second



How long does it take for light to get 
from the sun to Earth?

93 million miles
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Homework

Create a scale model of the sun and Earth.  Both 
distance and size must be accurate to scale.  

More directions at: 
sunearthday.nasa.gov/2007/materials/solar_pizza.pdf

  This is homework option #1 for teachers to assign.  It is a shorter version of the next 
assignment.  The pdf file from NASA is very direct and even gives a print-out with relative 
sizes of the sun and Earth.
.



Homework
Create a scale model of the solar system.  Both 

distance and size must be accurate to scale.  

The size of  the sun and the eight planets must be 
made to scale and distanced accurately.

You may use digital media to help you portray your 
solution.  Create a presentation to collect the 
information.

  Homework option #2.  This assignment is much larger than the previous and class time is 
warranted in order for students to work together to complete the assignment.  If students 
need more direction, you may work through an example on the next page...



If the sun were the size of the world’s largest 
ball of twine in Cawker City, KS...  

Then, the earth would be the size of  a bouncing ball 
and be a distance of  4.5 football fields away (without 
endzones). 

d = 1.4 inch

diameter = 12.7 feet

1370 feet
(457 yards)

  Homework example problem.  The problem contains several conversions, but is all based 
upon a diameter of sun, Earth, and twine ball taken from wikipedia.



Disclaimer
All photos contained are used under 

creative commons rights.

World’s largest ball of  twine by auvet
http://www.flickr.com/photos/auvet/860982521/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/auvet/860982429/

the fine print

http://www.flickr.com/photos/pocar/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/pocar/

